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Introduction

Wage-rigidity is receiving more and more attention, especially in the business cycle and
the empirical literature. As noted by Shimer (2004), the standard matching model with
flexible prices is not able to replicate the large movements in unemployment and vacancies
over the business cycle. Especially in the the New-Keynesian literature it has been tried
to remedy this shortcoming by introducing various sorts of rigid wages. In the empirical
literature the evidence for wage-rigidity comes from three different sources: Experiments,
econometric studies and surveys. Broadly speaking, all of them agree that there is a
considerable amount of wage-rigidity, especially when it comes to downwards movements.1
Given the obvious importance of wage rigidity in the literature and in real life it
is kind of surprising that - to my knowledge - its effect on wage compression has thus
far not been thoroughly analyzed. Acemoglu (1997) sees wage compression as the main
force driving firm’s investments in worker training. Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a) discuss
various sources of wage compression - among them search on the labor market, asymmetric
information, specific human capital, efficiency wages, minimum wages and unions - but
wage rigidity is not mentioned at all.
The purpose of this paper is to bring together these different strands of the literature
and analyze the effects of wage rigidity on wage compression and firm training. The first
- not so surprising - result is, that wage rigidity increases wage compression. The second, very surprising result is, that this is not sufficient to increase firm training. Indeed,
through the endogeneity of separations wage rigidity unambiguously decreases firm training. This result is accordance with a companion paper (Lechthaler and Snower (2006)),
in which it is shown that a minimum wage has two distinct effects on training: On the
one hand the wage floor increases incentives to train because all the rents go to the firm.
On the other hand turnover goes down which tends to decrease training. Depending on
the distribution of an idiosyncratic shock both effects can dominate.
1

For more details see further below.
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The results in this paper are much stronger. First of all, while minimum wages only
affect a small group of workers and especially those with the lowest productivity, wage
rigidity is much more wide-spread, as workers in any skill-class might be affected. Secondly, while the assumption of a uniform distribution in Lechthaler and Snower (2006)
leads to a canceling out of both effects, in the present paper even in such a setup the
turnover effect dominates and training goes down.
The work is built on the idea that wage-rigidity has important effects on the wagestructure of an economy, potentially creating or increasing wage-compression.2 According
to the influential work of Acemoglu3 wage-compression will induce firms to invest in the
human capital of their workers because they can reap some of the returns to training.
This is in contrast to the traditional theory on human capital based on Becker (1962).
Becker argued that a firm would never pay for a worker’s general human capital4 because
this kind of training would increase wages one-to-one. On the other hand, workers would
invest efficiently in their human capital because they were the only beneficiaries. This is
another difference to the models of Acemoglu where training-investments are inefficiently
low due to various externalities which affect future employers and workers.
In many aspects, my model is similar to Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a). For instance,
there are two periods, only firms can invest in training and the first period is the training
period. However, there are two important differences: Firstly, the way in which wages are
determined and secondly the endogeneity of separations. I stick to the usual assumption of
Nash-bargaining but add the restriction of nominal wage-rigidity. Thus, I am able to show
that wage-rigidity can indeed lead to a higher degree of wage-compression by altering the
way wages are determined. Nevertheless, contrary to the models of Acemoglu and Pischke
this is not sufficient to improve firm-training. This result is due to the effect of rigidity
2

A wage-structure is compressed if wages react less to changes in human capital than productivity

does.
3
See Acemoglu (1997) and Acemoglu and Pischke (1998, 1999a, 1999b).
4
General human capital - as opposed to specific human capital - can be used without any restrictions
in other firms.
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on separations. As confirmed by the empirical evidence these become more frequent as
rigidity is introduced. In the models of Acemoglu and Pischke separations typically take
place at an exogenous rate and therefore this effect is ruled out by assumption.

5

The relationship between firm training and wages has been the subject of numerous
studies. For the US, Loewenstein and Spletzer (1998 and 1999) find that firms frequently
pay for general training, that general training usually increases productivity by more than
wage incomes and that training is translated into higher wages if it was provided by a
previous and not the current employer. This clearly suggests that wages are compressed
and that training is general to a large degree - otherwise future employers would not pay
higher wages. At the same time it can be neglected that workers pay indirectly for the
training by receiving lower starting wages. Similar results are derived by Barron et al.
(1999) for the US, by Booth and Bryan (2002) for the UK and by Gerfin (2003a and
2003b) for Switzerland.
Thus, most of the existing empirical literature is clearly supporting the concept of
Acemoglu (1997) in favor of the one by Becker (1962). However, there is one source of
wage compression for which the evidence is not so clear, or rather contradicting the idea
of Acemoglu. As discussed in Acemoglu and Pischke (2003), the effects of minimum wages
are found to be either insignificant or even negative. Although, to my knowledge, there
are no studies directly relating wage rigidity and firm training, this evidence on minimum
wages clearly points towards some problems of the Acemoglu model when it comes to
wage compression caused by wage floors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Since the wage setting mechanism
is the main innovation of the paper it will be discussed in more detail in the following
section. In section three I present the general framework of the model before I outline
a benchmark model in which wages are determined without any restriction. Section five
discusses the model with rigid wages while section six concludes.
5

Acemoglu and Pischke (1998) being the only exception. However, with this model is not possible to

analyze wage-rigidity since all workers receive the same wage.
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2

Wage-setting

This section begins with a detailed review of the empirical evidence on wage rigidity which
stems from three different sources. I will start with the econometric evidence and then
proceed with surveys and experiments. Following the discussion of the empirical literature
I will then introduce my own approach to model wage rigidity and compare it to others
used in the theoretical literature and the empirical evidence.
Baker, Gibs and Holmstrom (1994) use records of all management employees of a
medium-sized US firm in a service industry over the period of 1969 to 1988. They report
that nominal wage-cuts are extremely rare: Overall less than 0.32 % of all observations.
On the other hand, zero nominal changes can be quite frequent, reaching up to more than
15% of observations in the year 1977.
Fehr and Goette (2000) do a similar exercise for two Swiss firms (large and mediumsized) in the service industry. In the large firm only 1.7 % of 35.779 observations are wage
cuts. These are even less frequent in the medium sized firm: 0.4 % of 20.236 observations.
Fehr and Goette do not only use firm-data but as well cross-sectional data from the Swiss
Labor Force Survey and Social Insurance Files. Controlling for measurement error, they
find that at most 5 % of workers received wage cuts, while for more than 50% of workers
nominal rigidity prevented wage cuts.
Card and Hyslop (1997) use the US Panel Study of Income Dynamics. They as well
find a sharp peak at zero nominal wage changes and nominal wage cuts are quite rare
while real wage cuts are more frequent. The comparison of the periods of high and low
inflation makes clear that nominal-wage rigidity is especially important during times of
low inflation: In these years zero nominal wage changes are even more frequent. A more
detailed review of the econometric literature on wage rigidities can be found in Malcomson
(1999) or Howitt (2002).
A different kind of evidence comes from Bewley (1999 and 2002) who asked US managers directly why they behave the way they do. He found an unusual deal of consensus
4

that the most important factor inhibiting wage cuts is the fear that this might be interpreted as a hostile act and lead to a lower morale in the workforce, thus decreasing effort
and productivity. For the same reason, firms do not replace workers by unemployed who
would be willing to work for less. On the other hand, managers are less reluctant to fire
workers during a recession to improve productivity and profits. Although this will clearly
lower the morale of the fired worker, she is no longer in the firm to spread the bad morale
to other workers. A similar study has been done by Agell and Bennmarker (2003) for
Sweden. They also find that the morale of the work force is an important obstacle to
nominal wage cuts. Besides worker morale, the legal framework and institutions (unions)
are important factors.6
Finally, a third piece of evidence on wage rigidity comes from experimental studies
on reciprocal behavior. For instance, Fehr and Falk (1999) find that firms are not willing
to hire underbidders and that workers who accept lower wages also provide lower effort
if effort cannot be contracted. This clearly confirms the views of managers as reported
by Bewley. For other experiments on reciprocal behavior see for instance Camerer and
Thaler (1995) or Falk, Gächter and Kovacs (1998).
The wage setting rule I use is closely related to the approaches introduced by Strand
(2003) and Holden (2002). Holden discusses different ways of modeling wage rigidity that
were used in the literature and compares them to empirical studies like the one by Fehr
and Goette (2000) just described. Holden argues that so far no wage rule could explain
the numerical results satisfactorily and suggests two alternatives that fit better. In both
of his approaches he assumes that a drop in the wage will imply a negative productivity
shock. The shock is motivated by the adverse effects of bad morale found by Fehr and
Goette but also Bewley (2002), among others.
Strand (2003) develops a synthesis between wage-bargaining à la Nash and efficiency
wages. The firm sets the required effort in order to maximize its profits. Then wages are
negotiated according to Nash-bargaining. However, if this lead to a wage, which is too
6

See as well Agell and Lundborg (1995).
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low to assure that workers do not shirk, then the firm would pay at least the non-shirking
wage. In that way, the efficiency wage acts as a minimum wage in the Nash-bargaining
process. In my model the wage of the last period plays the role of this efficiency minimumwage. Whenever the worker receives less than in the past, the firm will expect her to shirk.
Therefore, the firm will never lower the wage.
In my model I assume that principally wages are determined according to Nashbargaining

7

and thereby dependent on the output y of the worker, which can vary from

one period to the other. However, a decrease in the wage from one period to the other
will induce a negative productivity shock c due to the adverse effects of the wage cut on
the morale of the worker. Thus, if the output of the worker goes down a bit, the firm
would rather keep the wage constant in order to avoid the productivity cost c. Furthermore, I assume that c is so large that in case of very low output, the worker and the firm
prefer to separate than to continue to work with a lower wage. This is were my approach
deviates from the one by Holden (2002) who implicitly assumes that both parties always
stay together.
Both cases are illustrated in figure 1. The variable w0 denotes the wage of the previous
period and c the productivity cost of a wage cut. The wage stays constant as long as
the output of the worker y does not drop below w0 − c. If the output is even lower than
w0 − c, then either the wage will be cut (in the Holden-model) or the parties will separate
because the alternatives are better (in my model). 8 .
I believe that I am on the safe side with my assumption, given the empirical fact that
wage cuts are extremely rare and the finding by Bewley (1999) that managers rather fire
workers than keeping them with a lower wage. It is even further confirmed by Gielen
and van Ours (2006) who find that many matches are resolved even though it would be
efficient to continue with a lower wage. From a modeling perspective the advantage of
my assumption is, that I am still able to analytically determine the consequences of wage
7
8

See for instance Shaked and Sutton (1984).
For illustrational purposes I have used unemployment benefits b as the relevant alternative of the

worker although in the model to follow it is the profit constraint of the firm which becomes binding
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Figure 1: Wage Rigidity

rigidity for wage compression and firm training.
Especially in the business cycle literature we find many other approaches to model
wage rigidity. In this literature rigidity is used to amplify fluctuations of unemployment
and vacancies over the business cycle because flexible wages usually adjust too quickly to
shocks. Consequently, the variability of unemployment and vacancies is too low to match
the empirical facts. The simplest method is used by Shimer (2004). who simply assumes
that the wage is constant. By using this extreme rule he can demonstrate that a rigid wage
can amplify the fluctuations of unemployment and vacancies sufficiently to better match
the empirical facts. Hall (2003) also sets the wage constant but allows renegotiations in
case a threat point of the two parties is violated, thus avoiding inefficient separations.9
Krause and Lubik (2003) stick to Nash-bargaining but with the modification that the
actual wage is a weighted average of the Nash-wage and a wage norm. Another frequently
used approach is the wage-staggering introduced by Taylor (1979), according to which
wages are fixed for some periods until they can be renegotiated.
9

It seems that the literature is very much concerned about inefficient separations and eagerly trying

to avoid them which is a bit surprising given the evidence that in practice many matches are resolved
inefficiently (see for instance Bewley (1999) and Gielen and van Ours(2006)).
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Danthine and Kurmann (2004a) try to incorporate rigid wages in an efficiency-wage
model. However, this approach is rather ad hoc since it is simply assumed that the
previous wage reduces the effort of the worker whereas the current wage improves it.
Consequently, firms are more reluctant to lower wages because this will reduce effort. More
elaborate appears the approach in Danthine and Kurmann (2004b). The authors stress
that wage rigidity can be constructed in efficiency-wage models quite easily by moving
the wage reference from external to internal. Usually the wage reference is assumed
to be external10 and wages will respond quickly to macroeconomic shocks. In contrast,
Danthine and Kurmann suggest the firm’s earnings per worker as wage reference. They
demonstrate that this is sufficient to create a considerable amount of wage rigidity.
One common drawback of all the approaches discussed above is that they are creating
rigidity in both directions: upwards and downwards. This is clearly at odds with the
empirical literature showing that rigidity is mainly restricting downwards movements.
It is an advantage of the approach used in this paper that it only prevents downwards
adjustments of wages without affecting upwards movements. Additionally, it is able to
create the large mass of zero-changes observed by the econometric literature. Another
drawback of the efficiency wage literature is that it partly contradicts the evidence found
by Bewley (2002). Bewley argues that monetary incentives are only important when it
comes to wage-cuts. If the management decides to increase the wage of its employees,
they will improve their effort only temporarily. After some time they get used to the
higher level of wages and perceive that they have earned it. Consequently, their effort
goes back to normal. To the contrary, wage cuts have permanent effects on the morale
of the work-force and therefore they are avoided. The modeling approach I use is clearly
better able to take account of that fact.
Another motivation for sticking to Nash-bargaining is that it is most commonly used in
the literature on firm training and specifically in the most influential work by Acemoglu
and Pischke (1999a and also Acemoglu (1997)). In doing so I am able to allow direct
10

For instance, related to average earnings of the work force or unemployment benefits.
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comparisons between my model and the related literature. Furthermore, it seems quite
arbitrary to model training in an efficiency-wage model. How should this training affect
the effort of the worker? To my knowledge the only work directly incorporating firm
training and efficiency wages is Katsimi (2003), which creates a counterfactual negative
relationship between training and wages.

3

General structure of the Model

This section describes the general structure of the model which is the same for both the
benchmark model and the model including rigid wages. The structure is very similar to
Acemoglu (1997) or Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a). I concentrate on a firm and a worker
who have already met. At a given time the firm can employ only one worker. After two
periods the relationship is terminated and both parties return to the labor market, which
is assumed to be frictional.11
At the beginning of the first period, the firm has the opportunity to train the worker,
which improves her productivity y(h) instantaneously. Wages are negotiated after the
training decision but still at the beginning of the first period, i.e. before production takes
place. This timing of events is necessary, in order to give a meaningful interpretation to
the idea of wage rigidity and distinguish it from a simple minimum wage.12
At the end of period one the pair is hit by an idiosyncratic shock π which is assumed
to be uniformly distributed with density f (π) = 1/(max − min). The shock is joined
additively to the productivity of the worker.13 Due to the shock the output of period two
equals:
yt+1 = y(h) + π
11

(1)

Assuming that the worker dies after the second period would yield the same results but imply more

tedious wage functions.
12
The output of the worker is assumed to be high enough to ensure positive wages.
13
This is a standard way to introduce endogenous separations, see for instance Pissarides (2000).
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Figure 2: Time path

In this way I am able to endogenize the separation decision. The match is only
destroyed in case of shocks that are bad enough, i.e. below a certain threshold. This
implies that high-skilled workers have a lower risk of getting fired than low-skilled workers,
which makes perfectly sense. In case of a separation, both parties can search for a new
partner at the beginning of period two. If they stay together, the wage will be newly
negotiated. The timing of important events is illustrated in figure (2).

4

Benchmark

4.1

Value functions

In this section I assume that wages are fully flexible i.e. not rigid. The model serves as a
Benchmark case to be compared with a model featuring rigid wages.
The value of a firm with an employee is described by J(y) while a vacancy is denoted
by V . The value of a worker occupying a job is W (y) and the value of an unemployed
worker is U . Since there are frictions on the labor market it will take some time for the
worker to find another job. During search the worker receives unemployment benefits
which are lower than wages. These assumptions imply that the value of unemployment
is lower than the value of having a job. As in Acemoglu (1997) it is this kind of friction
that creates wage compression and induces firm training.
10

For simplicity I assume that the value of unemployment does not depend on firm
training as it would if it were truly general. However, since using general training does not
affect the results but only makes the analytics more tedious, I stick to this assumption.14
The value of a filled job at the beginning of the first period is:15
Z max
Z Ψ
b
J(yt ) = y(h) − wt (h) − c(h) + ρ
J(yt+1 )f (π)dπ + ρ
Ψ

Vf (π)dπ

(2)

min +y(h)

The output of the worker y(h) is an increasing function of her human capital. The
cost of training c(h) is assumed to be rising as well. Either the output of training has
to be growing at a declining rate or the cost of the training has to be increasing at an
enhancing rate to assure an interior solution. I will do here the latter and assume that
productivity rises linearly with human capital.
The first three terms show the revenues and expenditures of the current period (output
minus wages and training costs), while the integrals give the expected value of the firm
next period, which has to be discounted by factor ρ. Note that the firm’s value of the
second period depends on the shock π through its effect on output yt+1 . Ψ is the thresholdproductivity: If the idiosyncratic component turns out to be lower than this threshold,
the partnership will be terminated and the firm will get the (constant) value of a vacancy
(second integral). If output is above Ψ, the match will continue. In this case the firm-value
is J(yt+1 ) which is dependent on the actual realization of the shock π. All these cases
have to be weighted with their respective probabilities and added up over the domain of
the probability distribution [min, max]. The threshold-value is implicitly defined by:
J(y(h) + Ψ) = V

(3)

or alternatively by:
W (y(h) + Ψ) = U
14
15

See the working paper version of this paper which can be provided by the author upon request.
The notation is very much in line with Pissarides (2000) or the Appendix in Acemoglu and Pischke

(1999a).
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This implies that both parties are indifferent between continuing the partnership (in
which case they would get J(yt+1 ) respectively W (yt+1 )) and terminating it (in that case
they would get V respectively U . For any shock lower than Ψ, both parties agree to
separate because their values in the outside labor market are higher. For the remainder
of the paper I assume free entry of firms, so that the value of a vacancy is zero at any
time - if it were positive, new firms would enter the market, lowering the probability of all
firms finding a worker and thereby driving down the value of a vacancy. To the contrary,
if the value of a vacancy were negative, some firms would exit the market, the chances
of the remaining firms to find a worker would go up and thereby the value of a vacancy
until it has reached its equilibrium level zero - only then will there be no incentives for
further adjustment.
The value of an employed worker in period one is very similar to the value of a firm.
I write it as:
Z
W (yt ) =

wtb

Z

max

+ρ

Ψ

W (yt+1 )f (π)dπ − ρ
Ψ

Uf (π)dπ

(4)

min

The income of the current period is just equal to the wage, since the costs of the
training are paid by the firm. The integrals again illustrate the expected value of the
worker in the second period. If the output lies above Ψ the match will continue and the
worker will get value W (yt+1 ), if output lies below the threshold-productivity she will quit
and have the value of an unemployed worker U .
Since the match terminates with certainty after the second period, the second-period
value functions are just equal to the incomes during that period plus the respective values
at the labor market that is:

b
b
J(yt+1 ) = yt+1 − wt+1
+ ρV = yt+1 − wt+1
b
W (yt+1 ) = wt+1
+ ρU

12

(5)
(6)

Figure 3: Value functions of the second Period - Flexible Wages

Figure (3) shows the quitting threshold and the value functions of workers and firms
for period two in dependence of the productivity shock. The slope of the value functions
of the match is equal to 1 − β respectively β 16 because the threat-point of both parties
is independent of the idiosyncratic shock.17 Thus the outcome of the shock is shared
according to the respective bargaining powers of the parties. Due to the same reason, the
value of unemployment is characterized by a horizontal line. The worker prefers the state
with the higher value. Therefore she chooses unemployment for any shock lower than Ψ.
In the graph this is illustrated by the thick line. The firm has the alternative between
J(yt+1 ) and the value of a vacancy which is equal to zero. Of course, whenever the value
of the job lies below zero, the firm will prefer to terminate the relationship. As can be seen
in the picture, the firm and the worker will agree on whether to stay together or whether
to separate. The worker’s value function intersects the value of unemployment at the
same value of output at which the job’s value function turns negative. This is due to the
16
17

β denotes the bargaining strength of the worker in Nash-bargaining - see the section on wages.
Figure (3) shows the special case where β = 1 − β = 1/2. In all other cases the value functions would

not be parallel.
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way wages are determined. Nash-bargaining is always assuring that a positive rent to the
match is shared between both partners according to their respective bargaining-powers.
No matter how small this rent is, both partners get a positive share of it and therefore
prefer to continue the match - as long as it is positive. At the threshold Ψ the rent of
the match is exactly zero and therefore nothing is to be shared - both the firm and the
worker are indifferent between separating and continuing the match.

4.2

Wages

As was mentioned above, wages are determined by Nash-bargaining.18 Assuming that
the bargaining power of workers is given by β, the negotiated wage maximizes the Nashproduct:
which implies that the surplus of the match over the threat-points of both parties
is shared according to their respective bargaining powers. From the perspective of the
worker this means that her surplus (W − U ) is a share β of the rent of the whole match
(W + J − U − V ):
W − U = β(W + J − U )

(7)

For both periods this results in the following wage formula:19
wb = (1 − ρ) U (h) + β (y − (1 − ρ) U )

(8)

This is a standard result: The worker gets at least the value according to her threatpoint20 plus a share β of the surplus over that threat-point.
18

See for instance Shaked and Sutton (1984) for a game-theoretic foundation or Pissarides (2000) for

an application to the matching framework.
19
Here we can see the advantage of assuming that workers do not die after the second period. Otherwise,
we would have a different wage-rule for both periods and both wages would be more complicated since
(1 − ρ) U would have to be replaced by Ut − ρUt+1 .
20
The threat-point has to be adjusted due to discounting.
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Using this wage function together with the value-functions of the firm in the definition
of the quitting threshold (equations (8), (2) and (5) in (3)) we find that the threshold is
given by the sum of both threat-points (where the threat-point of the firm V is zero):

Ψ = (1 − ρ) U − y(h)

(9)

Thus the two parties agree to separate whenever the output of the second period lies
below the value of unemployment. In this case the negotiated wage is so low that it is
more profitable for the worker to look for another job.21 But still the wage is so high
that it lies above the output of the worker and the firm is making losses. In fact, Nashbargaining would assure that the loss is shared between both parties. Therefore both, the
firm and the worker are better off in case of a separation.

4.3

Wage compression

The degree of wage compression can be determined by taking the derivative of wages
(equation (8)) with respect to productivity respectively firm-training. We thus have:
∂wb
∂y
∂y
=β
<
∂h
∂h
∂h

(10)

The equation illustrates how the wage is reacting to changes in productivity. Since
the worker always gets a share β of the value of production, she also gets a share β of
the training’s value. Thus the wage of the worker increases with her productivity but not
one-to-one. In other words, the wage structure is compressed. According to Acemoglu
and Pischke (1999a) this is sufficient and necessary to induce firm-sponsored training.
21

Remember that the shock is idiosyncratic, so that the output of the worker in an alternative firm is

not affected.
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4.4

Training

Before wages are negotiated the firm decides privately about the amount of training.
Using the wage equation the value function becomes:

Z

max

J = (1 − β) yt − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U − c(h) + ρ

[(1 − β) yt+1 − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ] dπ(11)
Ψ

The optimal decision is found by taking the derivative of this equation with respect
to training and setting it equal to zero:

Z max
∂J
∂y
= (1 − β)
+ (1 − β) ρ
∂h
∂h
ZΨmax
∂y
= (1 − β)
+ (1 − β) ρ
∂h
Ψ

∂y
dπ −
∂h
∂y
dπ −
∂h

∂Ψ
∂c
[(1 − β) (y(h) + Ψ) − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ] −
=
∂h
∂h
∂c
=0
(12)
∂h

where the last step follows from the definition of the quitting threshold (see equation
(9)). The third term is the marginal cost of additional training, whereas the first and
the second terms illustrate the effect on profits in the current and the following period,
respectively. The output increases but at the same time the wage increases and therefore
the firm can only accrue a share (1 − β) of the returns to training.
Using the fact that (due to the additivity of the shock) the output y can be taken out
of the integral and rearranging, we arrive at the following - more meaningful - equation,
implicitly defining h∗b , the opitmal amount of training in benchmark model:
∂c
∂y
= (1 − β) ∗ [1 + ρ(1 − F (Ψ))]
∗
∂hb
∂hb

(13)

where F (π) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of f (π). Now we have
marginal costs on the left-hand side and marginal revenues on the right-hand side. The
first two terms show the marginal revenue per period while the term in square brackets
16

gives the ”expected number of cases” in which the firm and the worker will stay together.
The first 1 stands for the first period. There cannot be a separation during that period
so the match survives with probability one. However, it continues into period two only if
the realization of the shock lies above the threshold Ψ. While F (Ψ) is the probability of
separation, the probability of staying together is 1 − F (Ψ).

5

Rigidity model

5.1

Value functions

As already mentioned above, the rigidity model differs from the benchmark only with
respect to the wage-negotiations of the second period. In principle, these are the same
with the only restriction that a wage-cut would imply a negative productivity shock and
is therefore never realized. As we will see later, the restriction to wage-negotiations in the
second period has consequences for the wages of the first period as well, although these
are still freely negotiated. To account for the possibility that rigidity becomes binding,
we have to add another state to the description of the second period, so that we can
distinguish between situations in which the wage of the previous period is restricting the
negotiations of the last period and situations in which it is not. To make things clear I add
a superscript r to denote value functions describing the restricted case and a superscript
u to denote the reverse. We thus have:
J u (yt+1 ) = yt+1 − wt+1
J r (yt+1 , wt ) = y − wt

(14)
(15)

Again the firm-value of the second period is straight forward, it is just the value of
production minus wages. The unrestricted value function J u (yt+1 ) is exactly the same as
in the benchmark model (equation (5)), whereas the restricted value function J r (yt+1 , wt )
has another state-variable which is the wage of the previous period. The values of workers
17

are straight forward as well and can be written as:
W u (yt+1 ) = wt+1 + ρU

(16)

W r (wt ) = wt + ρU

(17)

It should be noted that, in contrast to the firm value, the restricted value function of
a worker no longer depends on the output of the match - the worker receives the same
wage in any case - of course, only so long as the match is not destroyed.
Clearly, this distinction between two different value functions for the second period
has consequences for the values of the first period as well: 22
Z max
J u (yt+1 )f (π)dπ +
J(yt ) = y(h) − wt − c(h) + ρ
Ω
Z Ω
Z Φ
r
ρ
J (yt+1 , wt )f (π)dπ − ρ
Vf (π)dπ
Φ
min
Z max
W (yt ) = wt + ρ
W u (yt+1 )f (π)dπ +
Ω
Z Ω
Z Φ
r
ρ
W (wt )f (π)dπ − ρ
U f (π)dπ
Φ

(18)

(19)

min

The interpretation of the value-functions is analogous to the benchmark-model. Again
the terms without an integral give the earnings of the first period, while all the integrals
taken together constitute the expected value of the second period. The distinction between
the cases where the first-period wage is restricting and where it is not, necessitates another
threshold discriminating between these two cases. I call this threshold Ω, to make clear
whether the wage is binding or not. So whenever the (partly) random yt+1 lies above
this threshold, the freely negotiated wage of the second period will be higher than the
wage of the first period and the restriction will not be binding. In this case both parties
receive the unrestricted value of period two, J u (yt+1 ) respectively W u (yt+1 ). Whenever
the shock is below Ω, the negotiated wage would lie below the wage of the previous
period so that wages would have to be cut down. However, the management fears the
22

The ordering of the thresholds (i.e. the fact that yf < yb ) will become clear by introspection of figure

(4) resp. the section further below discussing the thresholds in more detail.
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Figure 4: Value functions of the second Period - Rigidity-model

bad effects of wage-cuts on the morale of the work-force and therefore prefers to keep
the wage constant. Thus in this case the firm and the worker get the restricted values of
period two J r (yt+1 , wt ) respectively W r (wt ).
As in the benchmark case there is a separation threshold (here Φ), such that the match
will be terminated for lower shocks. Just as in the benchmark-model in such a case the
parties receive the values V and U . The thresholds and their relations to one another are
discussed in more detail further below.
Again the value functions and thresholds are illustrated graphically (see figure (4)).
The unrestricted value functions have the same slopes (1 − β respectively β) as the value
functions in the benchmark model (see figure (3)). The restricted value function of the
worker is horizontal: Since in these cases the worker gets a fixed wage, the value will be
independent of actual productivity.23 In turn, the restricted value function of the firm
has slope one. The wage is fixed and therefore any increase in output will lead to a one
to one increase in firm value.
23

To keep the graph simple, I have not drawn the cost of bad morale c which is not paid anyway.
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The thick line indicates the actual value of the worker respectively the firm for all
levels of the shock. The worker prefers the larger of the unrestricted and the restricted
value so whenever the shock lies below the threshold Ω the wage-restriction will become
binding. For the firm it is just the other way around: Due to the fear of bad morale it will
always get the lower alternative. However, the firm has the possibility of firing the worker
and it will do so whenever the value of the firm becomes negative - this implies the second
kink of the thick line at the threshold Φ, which lies clearly above Ψ. From the worker’s
perspective this means a jump form the horizontal line W r to the value of unemployment,
which is horizontal as well. It is clear that - in contrast to the benchmark - the worker
would always prefer to stay employed. For shocks between Φ and Ψ the worker would
even be willing to accept a wage cut in order to stay employed. However, the firm will
not accept a wage cut because the ensuing drop in productivity would also imply losses
for the firm. The problem from the perspective of the worker is that she cannot credibly
commit to provide sufficient effort to stay employed.

5.2

Wages

Since the wages are determined for the first time at the beginning of the first period there is
no previous-period wage that could become a restriction. Consequently, wage negotiations
are unrestricted. Nevertheless, wage rigidity will play a role in these negotiations since
the prospect of a binding restriction alone is enough to alter the outcome of the bargain.
It is this modification that gives rise to enhanced wage compression, as will be shown
further below.
The wage is again found by plugging in the value functions into the sharing rule of
Nash-bargaining (equation (7)) which results in:

24

wt = (1 − ρ) U + β (y(h) − (1 − ρ) U ) +
24

See Appendix B for a proof.
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βρ

R Ωt
Φt

πf (π)dπ

1 + ρ (F (Ω) − F (Φ))

(20)

Compared to the wage of the benchmark model (see equation (8)) there is one additional term on the right-hand side.25 Besides that, the wage outcomes are equivalent. But
what is this additional term? It is the compensation of the firm for the possibility that
it might have to pay a wage ”too high”, i.e. not according to the unrestricted bargaining
rule. In the numerator we can find the deviation of the output of the second period from
the output of the current period in all those cases that the wage restriction is binding
but the worker not fired. Remember that the output of the second period is equal to
y(h) + π, while the output of the first period is just y(h) - thus π is the deviation from
one period to the other. This deviation is irrelevant for all those cases that the wage is
freely negotiated, because in these cases the wage is adjusted accordingly. But for all
those states that the wage would have to be cut and this is hindered by wage rigidity,
the adjustment is not possible. This benefits the worker because she gets a wage higher
than she would get otherwise (under the condition of free bargaining), but hurts the firm.
These possibilities are foreseen by both parties and reflected in the value-functions. Thus
because the worker will have an advantage over the firm in the second period and both
parties are foreseeing this, the worker has to compensate the firm by accepting a lower
first-period wage, compared to the benchmark. In this sense, wage rigidity can be interpreted as an insurance against wage cuts. The firm provides the insurance to the worker
and pays a wage that is at least as high as the wage of the current period. The difference
between the first-period wage in the benchmark and the rigidity model is the insurance
premium that the worker has to pay to the firm.
The only term that remains to be explained is the denominator, which is equal to one
plus the probability that the wage is binding in the second period. Thus the denominator
gives the expected number of cases in which the currently negotiated wage will be paid.
To interpret this, it is useful to rearrange the wage-equation by multiplying both sides by
the denominator. We then have:
25

26

It should be noted, that the value of the integral is negative since both of the boundaries of the

integral are negative.
26
To save notation we have left out the terms related to the threat-point of the worker.
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h
i
RΩ
(1 + ρF (Ω) − ρF (Φ))wt = β (1 + ρF (Ω) − ρF (Φ))y(h) + ρ Φ πf (π)dπ
Now we can see on the left-hand side of the equation the wage payments of the firm
for all those cases that the currently negotiated wage has to be paid. On the righthand side inside the square brackets we can see the expected output in these cases. The
output yt plus the expected deviations from this output. According to Nash-bargaining,
the worker should get a share according to her bargaining strength β and therefore this
term has to be multiplied by β. Summarizing, it can be said that the bargaining of
the first period assures that, overall, both parties are compensated according to their
respective bargaining-strengths. If one party is expected to have a future advantage over
the other party, the Nash-bargaining in the present period assures that the aggrieved
party is compensated by the profiting party.
Since the match ends after the second period for sure, wage-rigidity can no longer
have such an effect on negotiations. Instead, the freely negotiated wage is exactly equal
to the wage of the benchmark (equation (8)). By assumption the wage will only be freely
negotiated if the outcome lies above the wage of the first period. Thus the actual wage
of period two is given by the maximum of the two:

wt+1 = M ax[(1 − ρ) U + β (yt+1 − (1 − ρ) U ) , wt ]

(21)

Using the assumption of uniformly distributed productivity shocks it can be shown
that in the rigidity model the wage structure of the first period is more compressed than
in the benchmark:27

∂wtb
∂wt
<
∂h
∂h
27

For a proof see Appendix C.
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Thus an increase in firm training will have a smaller effect on wages when wages are
rigid. According to the predictions of Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a) this should lead to
higher firm-training. I will come back to this question further below but first I discuss
the thresholds in more detail.

5.3

Discussion of thresholds

The binding-threshold (separating the states where the wage rigidity is relevant and where
it is not) can be defined in three equivalent ways:
W u (y + Ω) = W r (wt )

(22)

J u (y + Ω) = J r (y + Ω, wt )
wt+1 (y + Ω) = wt
where wt+1 (y + Ω) denotes the freely bargained wage for productivity y + Ω. Thus, as
the last equation illustrates, at the quitting-threshold the bargained wage is just equal to
the wage of the previous period. Therefore the worker is indifferent between the old wage
and the freely negotiated wage and, consequently, both the restricted and the unrestricted
values are equal to each other. Alternatively, the threshold could be defined by using firmvalue functions.
The separation threshold of the rigidity-model Φ is not equal to the separation threshold of the benchmark model Ψ due to the inflexibility of wages. I will call it firing threshold
because the worker would prefer to keep up the relationship since she would always get the
same wage wt+1 = wt and therefore never has any interest to terminate the relationship.
In figure (4) this is illustrated by the horizontal line W r which lies above the value of
unemployment U for any value of output.
Nevertheless, for the firm a termination is more profitable and it therefore fires the
worker. This is in contrast to the benchmark-model where both parties will agree to separate if output lies below Ψ. It might be criticized that this implies inefficient separations.
23

Both parties could be better off, if they agreed on a lower wage. However, this is exactly
what the evidence tells us. Managers prefer layoffs to wage cuts because it moves the
problem of bad morale outside of the firm. In other words, the firm does not favor the
wage cut because it anticipates that this will induce the worker to shirk and this would
be even worse than a separation. In that sense, we cannot call the separation inefficient:
Actually the firm is acting rational.
Although the separation-thresholds are different, they are defined in a very similar
way as:
J r (y + Φ, wt ) = V

(23)

Similar to the quitting-threshold, the firing-threshold is found by setting the value of
the firm equal to its threat-point, the value of a vacancy. For values of output below Φ,
the firm’s value of keeping up the match is lower than terminating it and thus it fires the
worker. Of course, if output is so low that a separation occurs, output will be low enough
to make wage rigidity binding (if the parties were not separating). Therefore, we have to
use the restricted value function J r . The use of the restricted value-function explains the
difference between Φ and Ψ. In the rigidity model the firm is not able to lower the wage
from one period to the other, whereas in the benchmark model the wage can go down
to zero. As long as the wage in the first period was not negative, it follows that for low
(bad) shocks the wage of the second period in the rigidity model has to be higher than
in the benchmark model.28 Due to this higher wage, the firm is less reluctant to fire the
worker and consequently separations are more frequent. Summarizing, we can state the
following about the order of thresholds:
Ω > Φ > Ψ =⇒ F (Ω) > F (Φ) > F (Ψ)
Consequently, we can distinguish four different intervals for the second period. From
max to Ω, wages and values are the same in both models. From Ω to Φ the wage-rigidity
becomes relevant so that the wage in the benchmark is lower. From Φ to Ψ a worker is
28

This is true for all states below the binding-threshold.
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fired in the rigidity model but not in the benchmark model. Below Ψ workers in both
models get unemployed.
By plugging in the value and wage functions into the definitions of the thresholds we
can easily find that:
RΩ
ρ Φ t πg(π)dπ
Ω =
1 + ρF (Ω) − ρF (Φ)
Φ = wt − y(h)

(24)
(25)

These equations can be interpreted as follows. Because the wage adjustment29 is no
longer necessary in the second period (the relationship will be terminated afterwards), for
equal productivities the bargained wage of the second period is generally higher than the
wage of the first period. Therefore, the output of the worker has to fall by the value of
that adjustment-term in order to make rigidity binding. The interpretation of the second
threshold is straight forward: Since the worker gets wt for sure if the output is below the
binding-threshold Ω, the firm will get the residual of the output over that wage. This
residual turns negative as soon as output lies below the wage and then the firm will fire
the worker.

5.4

Training

The optimal amount of training can be found by taking the derivative of equation (18),
the first period value function of the firm, an setting it equal to zero. However, to be
better able to compare it with the benchmark model it is useful to replace the value
functions with their respective definitions (equations 15 and 14):
Z max
Z Ω
J = yt − wt − c(h) + ρ
(yt+1 − wt+1 ) dyπ + ρ
(yt+1 − wt ) dπ
Ω
Φ
Z max
Z
J = yt − wt (1 + ρF (Ω) − ρF (Φ)) − c(h) + ρ
(yt+1 − wt+1 ) dπ + ρ
Ω
29

The additional term in equation (20).
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(26)
Ω

yt+1 dπ
(27)
Φ

Replacing both wages with equations 21 and 20 this becomes:30
J = yt − (1 + ρF (Ω) − ρF (Φ)) (βy(h) − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ) +
Z Ω
Z max
Z Ω
+ρβ
πdπ + ρ
(yt+1 − wt+1 ) dπ + ρ
yt+1 dπ − c(h)
Φ
Ω
Φ
Z Ω
Z Ω
J = (1 − β) (yt − (1 − ρ) U ) − βρ
yt+1 dπ + ρ
yt+1 dπ +
Φ
Φ
Z max
+ρ
(1 − β) yt+1 dπ − ρ(1 − F (Φ)) (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U − c(h)
Ω
Z max
J = (1 − β) (yt − (1 − ρ) U ) + ρ
[(1 − β) (yt+1 − (1 − ρ) U )] dπ − c(h)
Φ

which looks almost exactly the same as the corresponding equation (11) of the benchmark model. In fact, the only difference is the threshold which signifies separations. This
result is due to the way wages are determined when assuming Nash-bargaining. It assures
that the whole surplus of the match is shared between both parties according to their
respective bargaining powers and so the firm gets (1 − β) of the total expected rent of the
match.
Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to training and setting it equal to
zero yields:
∂c
yt
= (1 − β)
+ρ
∂h
∂h

Z

max

(1 − β)
Φ

yt+1
∂Φ
dyt+1 −
[(1 − β) Φ − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ] f (Φ)
∂h
∂h

Note that - contrary to the benchmark model - the last term does not cancel out. It
can be thought of as capturing the effect of the increase in wage compression. Taking y
out of the integral and collecting terms yields the optimality condition for training in the
benchmark model:
∂c
∂y
∂Φ
= (1 − β)
[1 + (1 − F (Φ))] −
[(1 − β) Φ − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ] f (Φ)
∂h
∂h
∂h

(28)

which is different from the benchmark (equation ??) with two respects: The separation threshold and the additional, last term of the equation. As already discussed above
30

Note that [F (Ω) − F (Φ)] y(h) +

RΩ
Φ

πdπ =

RΩ
Φ

yt+1 dπ
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the firing threshold in the rigidity model is higher than the separation threshold of the
benchmark, which implies that separations are more frequent in the rigidity model. This
clearly tends to decrease firm training. However, the last term - representing the effect
of increased wage compression - is positive and therefore tends to increase training so, as
expected both effects work in opposing directions. Nevertheless, it is possible to show analytically that the turnover effect dominates the compression effect and therefore training
is unambiguously lower in the rigidity model.
This can be seen by using the definition of the firing threshold Φ in equation (25) and
the assumption of uniformly distributed shocks:
·
¸ µ
¶
∂c
∂w ∂y
∂y
Φ − min
1
= (1 − β)
1 + (1 −
−
−
[(1 − β) Φ − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ]
∂h
∂h
max − min
∂h
∂h
max − min
Collecting terms including the derivative of productivity yields:
·
¸ µ ¶
∂w
∂c
∂y
(1 − ρ) U − min
1
= (1 − β)
1 + (1 −
−
[(1 − β) Φ − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ]
∂h
∂h
max − min
∂h
max − min
µ
¶
∂c
∂w
∂y
1
(29)
= (1 − β) ∗ [1 + (1 − F (Ψ)] −
[(1 − β) Φ − (1 − β) (1 − ρ) U ]
∗
∗
∂hr
∂hr
∂hr
max − min
The only remaining difference to the corresponding equation (13) in the benchmark
model is the second term on the right hand side. As the wage clearly increases with firm
training, the second term is positive, thereby lowering the marginal returns to human
capital and decreasing the optimal amount of training:
h∗r < h∗b
The difference in results to Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a) is due to the endogeneity
of separations. In Acemoglu and Pischke separations occur at an exogenous rate. Thus
training can have no effect on the probability of separations. This is not very plausible,
given that training is improving the output of a worker in any state of the world. Instead
a worker with higher productivity should be better able to overcome bad times. The
concept of exogenous separation-rates seems even more problematic in the context of
27

minimum wages or wage rigidity. Both phenomena restrict the flexibility of the firm in
a severe way. They do not allow the firm to cut wages below a certain level. It appears
only natural that firms react by being less reluctant to fire workers - and indeed this is
confirmed by empirical surveys like the ones of Bewley (1999) or Agell and Lundborg
(1995). Therefore, it seems even more important to allow for endogenous separations in
the context of such restrictions.

6

Conclusion

By endogenizing the separation decision I was able to show that higher wage compression
does not necessarily lead to more training investments as implied by the model of Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a) assuming that jobs are destroyed at an exogenous rate. This
assumption implies that all workers face the same risk of loosing their job no matter how
skilled they are. This is not only implausible but also at odds with the empirical literature on firm training which is pointing towards a negative relationship between a worker’s
training and her turnover-rate.31 By assuming that the productivity of the match is hit by
an idiosyncratic shock I am able to endogenize the separation decision so that workers are
only fired if the shock lies below a certain threshold. The higher the human capital of the
worker the lower is this separation-threshold implying a higher risk of getting unemployed
for untrained workers in comparison to trained (or better trained) workers.
Wage rigidity is modeled by implying the restriction that wages of the current period
are not allowed to fall below wages in the preceding period, whereas otherwise wages
are negotiated freely via standard Nash-bargaining. Worker and firm - foreseeing this
- negotiate a lower starting wage than in an unrestricted world without rigidities. In
principle the firm offers an insurance against wage-cuts and the lower starting wage is the
insurance premium.
31
32

32

See for instance Lynch (1991).
This interpretation should be taken with care: An insurance in this context does not really make
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I was able to show that this wage rule leads to an increase in wage compression
compared to a benchmark model with unrestricted Nash-bargaining. However, at the
same time the rigid wage leads to higher turnover rates since firms are not allowed (or
not willing) to lower wages. This is again in line with the empirical literature which
suggests that managers prefer layoffs to wage cuts, because they fear the adverse effects
on worker-morale.33 Due to this increase in the probability of separations firm training is
lower in the rigidity model.
From a welfare point of view it is clear that in this model wage rigidity is a bad thing.
Not only does it lead to a higher rate of turnover and thus to higher unemployment, but
it also depresses firms’ training investments. Thus we have higher unemployment and
lower human capital in the rigidity-model. It might be argued that in a model with riskaverse agents, welfare might still increase with rigidity, because the variation in wages
is diminished. However, this increase in welfare is counteracted by the increased risk
of being unemployed. Thus it seems very unlikely that risk-aversion might change this
result.
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Appendix to Firm Training and Wage Rigidity
A

Appendix A: wage-rule of the rigidity model

The starting point is the same rule as in the benchmark, equation 7:
W − U = β(W + J − U )
By plugging in the value functions for J and W as defined in equations 18 and 19 we
get:34
wt + ρ
ρ

R yf
min

R max
yb

R max
yb

+ρ

R yb
yf

W r (wt )f (yt+1 )dyt+1 +

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 − U =

β[yt (h) + ρ
ρ

W u (yt+1 )f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

R max
yb

J u (yt+1 )f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

W u (yt+1 )f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

R yf
min

R yb
yf

R yb
yf

J r (yt+1 , wt )f (yt+1 )dyt+1 +

W r (wt )f (yt+1 )dyt+1

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 − U ] =

β[yt (h) + ρ

R max
yb

[J u (yt+1 ) + W u (yt+1 )]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

+W r (wt )]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

R yf
min

R yb
yf

[J r (yt+1 , wt )

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 − U ]

Using the fact that the wage-rule equation 7 is valid in the second period as well, the
unrestricted value-functions cancel out (with the exception of the value of unemployment).
Plugging in the equations 15 and 17 for the remaining value-functions of the second period
we get:
wt + ρ
ρ

R yf
min

R max
yb

34

R yf
min

R yb
yf

[wt + ρU (h)]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 +

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 − U =

β[yt (h) + ρ
ρ

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

R max
yb

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + ρ

R yb
yf

[yt+1 + ρU (h)]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 +

U (h)f (yt+1 )dyt+1 − U ]

Since the training cost is already sunk, it does not appear in the wage negotiations.

1

By merging the terms with U the equation simplifies to:
wt + ρ

R yb
yf

[wt + (ρ − 1)U (h)]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + (ρ − 1)U =

β[yt (h) + ρ

R yb
yf

[yt+1 + (ρ − 1)U (h)]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + (ρ − 1)U ]

Now use the definition of yt+1 = yt + π:
wt + ρ

R yb
yf

[wt + (ρ − 1)U (h)]f (yt+1 )dyt+1 + (ρ − 1)U =

β[yt (h) + ρ

R yb
yf

[yt + π + (ρ − 1)U (h)]f (π)dyt+1 + (ρ − 1)U ]

The only term in this equation that is random is the π on the right-hand side. All the
other terms are constant and therefore can be taken out of the integral:
wt + (ρ − 1)U + ρ[F (yb ) − F (yf )][wt + (ρ − 1)U (h)] + (ρ − 1)U =
β[yt (h) + (ρ − 1)U + ρ[F (yb ) − F (yf )][yt + (ρ − 1)U (h)] + ρ

R yb
yf

πf (π)dyt+1 ]

By joining the terms and bringing all the U to the right-hand side we get:
wt [1 + ρ[F (yb ) − F (yf )]] =
(1 − ρ)U [1 + ρ[F (yb ) − F (yf )]] + β[(yt (h) − (1 − ρ)U )[1 + ρ[F (yb ) − F (yf )]]
+ρ

R yb
yf

πf (π)dyt+1 ]

Finally, we arrive at the wage given in equation 20 by dividing through the term in
square brackets on the left-hand side:
wt = (1 − ρ)U + β[(yt (h) − (1 − ρ)U )] +

B

βρ

Ry

b
yf

πf (π)dyt+1

1+ρ[F (yb )−F (yf )]

Appendix B: wage compression in the rigidity model

To see whether wage-compression is higher in the benchmark or in the rigidity model,
it is sufficient to look at the extra term in equation 20 giving the wage of the rigidity
model, since the remaining terms (output and the value of unemployment) react equally
in both models. The wage structure of the rigidity model is more compressed if this term
2

is decreasing with output and vice versa. First of all let me define the extra-term in the
rigidity wage as Λ and use the assumption of uniformly distributed productivity shocks
to get:
Λ=
=

ρ

R yb −yt
yf −yt

πt f (πt )dπt

1+ρF (yb )−ρF (yf )

=

ρ(yb −yt )2 −(yf −yt )2
2[max − min +ρ(yb −yf )]

ρ

R yb −yt
yf −yt

1
πt max −
dπt
min
ρ(y −y )

f
1+ maxb− min

y 2 −y

2 −2y(y

=

(yb −yt )2 −(yf −yt )2
2(max − min)
max − min +ρ(yb −yf )
max − min

ρ

−y )

b
f
b
f
= ρ 2[max
− min +ρ(yb −yf )]

By noting that yb 2 − yf 2 = (yb + yf )(yb − yf ) this equation simplifies to:
(y +y −2y)(y −y )

b
f
b
f
Λ = ρ 2[max
− min +ρ(yb −yf )]

Now the derivative of Λ with respect to productivity can be written as:
∂(yb +yf −2y)
(yb −yf )2[max − min +ρ(yb −yf )]
∂y
4[max − min +ρ(yb −yf )]2

∂Λ
∂y

=ρ

+ρ

∂(yb −yf )
∂(yb −yf )
(yb +yf −2y)2[max − min +ρ(yb −yf )]−
2ρ(yb +yf −2y)(yb −yf )
∂y
∂y
4[max − min +ρ(yb −yf )]2

ρ

∂(yb +yf −2y)
(yb
∂y

+ρ

+

− yf )2[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]

4[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]2
∂(yb −yf )
(yb
∂y

=

+

(A1)

+ yf − 2y)2[max − min]

4[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]2

It turns out to be useful to not further split up the derivatives of the sum and the difference of the thresholds. For convenience let me repeat the definitions of these thresholds
as given in equations 22 and 23:
yb = yt +

ρ

R yb −yt
yf −yt

πt f (πt )dπt

1+ρF (yb )−ρF (yf )

yf = βyt + (1 − β)(1 − ρ)U + β

ρ

R yb −yt
yf −yt

πt f (πt )dπt

1+ρF (yb )−ρF (yf )

Consequently the difference between the two thresholds is:

yb − yf = (1 − β)(yt +

ρ

R yb −yt
yf −yt

πt f (πt )dπt

1 + ρF (yb ) − ρF (yf )

while the sum of the two thresholds is given by:
3

− (1 − ρ)U )

(A2)

yb + yf = (1 + β)(yt +

ρ

R yb −yt
yf −yt

πt f (πt )dπt

1 + ρF (yb ) − ρF (yf )

) + (1 − β)(1 − ρ)U

(A3)

By taking the derivatives of equations A2 and A3 with respect to productivity y,
plugging them both into equation A1 and bringing all terms with Λ to the left-hand side
we get:

∂Λ
(1 + β)ρ(yb − yf )
−(1 − β)(yb + yf − 2y)2[max − min]
)
(1 −
+ρ
∂y
2[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]
4[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]2
[1 + β − 2](yb − yf )2[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]
= ρ
+
4[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]2
(1 − β)(yb + yf − 2y)2[max − min]
+ρ
(A4)
4[max − min +ρ(yb − yf )]2
This equation looks rather complicated. However, the only thing of relevance are the
signs of the numerators. The term in brackets on the left-hand side of the equation is
positive since the second term inside the brackets is smaller than one while the third term
is positive (since yb + yf − 2y < 0 as can be seen from equation A3). Consequently, Λ will
have the same sign as the right-hand side of the equation above, which is clearly negative
since β < 1. It follows that wage rigidity unambiguously increases wage compression or
put formally:
∂wt
∂wtb
<
∂yt
∂yt
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